RISK ANALYSIS TOOL
Department_______________________

Date__________

Product/Process for review:
Product/Process Description:
How many?
Financial Risk

Replacement cost per
unit?

 Purchase

(If product ≥50,000, notify Insurance

 Lease
$_____________________

Manager - x27038)

Billing codes?
Vendor liability/ins.?
Product durability?

Organizational Risk

FTEs required?

 yes  no
If yes, # & $:

Reason for
Addition/Change:

 enhance pt. safety  improve Dx/Rx quality

 improve efficiency  staff convenience

Is product/process use supported
by evidenced based practice?
What dept/areas are impacted?

(literature search/references/hx of use/hx of incidents)

 physician convenience  net revenue enhancement  other

(Including medical staff)

What competencies/certification/
privileges are required?
How do we assure staff
competency?
Does the patient require special
competencies/education?

Who operates machine/product?

Do we have staff resources for
product/process oversight?
Are P&P needed?

Necessary resources – 24/7?

What is the level of difficulty?

Mechanism for training & on-going assessment of competencies?
 yes  no
If yes, what/how:

 yes  no

Regulatory Risk

Environmental Risk

Technical/Clinical
Risk

If yes, what:

How is product use, or process
documented?
What is the contingency plan for
downtime/unavailability?
What is the likelihood that a
specific failure/incident will occur?
How quickly will a failure/incident
be detected?
What potential harm can occur
from product/process failure?
Any electrical safety issues?

Are involved parties, dates and times readily identifiable and accurate?

(need for instructions to patient)

Any O2 environment issues?

*Occurrence Score: 1-10
**Detection Score: 1-10
***Severity Score: 1-10
Are alarms used – potential for work around?

Who provides product
maintenance and how?
What cleaning is required?
What infection control risks exist?
(Need to consult with IC?)
Physical layout & environmental
considerations?
How is product packaged?
Are any other products packaged
and stored similarly & proximally?
Is a special consent needed?
Compliance Considerations?
(HIPAA, FERPA, GLBA, PCI, RED
FLAG, FISMA)
(Is confidential data protected?)

Storage, air flow, traffic flow?

What regulatory or statutory
provisions apply?

FDA approved?

IRB approval?

Summary of Findings
CONCERNS

FOLLOW-UP ACTION

FINANCIAL RISKS

ORGANIZATIONAL RISKS

TECHNICAL/CLINICAL
RISKS
*O+**D+***S=___
Risk Priority Score
3-9= low risk
10-17= moderate risk (VP approval)
18-30= high risk (VP approval)

ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS

REGULATORY RISKS

Vice President Approval (when moderate or high risk is identified):_________________________

*OCCURRENCE RATING SCALE
Rating Description
10
9

Certain probability of
occurrence
Failure is almost inevitable

8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Very high probability of
occurrence
Moderately high probability of
occurrence
Moderate probability of
occurrence
Low probability of occurrence

1

Remote probability of
occurrence

Potential Failure Rate
Failure occurs at least once a day; or, failure occurs almost
every time.
Failure occurs predictable; or, failure occurs every three of
four days.
Failure occurs frequently; or, failure occurs about once per
week.
Failure occurs about once per month.
Failure occurs occasionally or failure occurrence about
once every three months.
Failure occurs rarely; or failure occurrence about once per
year.
Failure almost never occurs; no one remembers last failure.

**DETECTION RATING SCALE
Rating Description
10
9
8
7
6
5

No chance of detection
Very
Remote, Unreliable
Remote

4
3
2

High

1

Almost certain

Moderate chance of detection

Very High

Definition
No known mechanism for detecting the failure.
The failure can be detected only with thorough inspection
and this is not feasible or cannot be readily done.
The error can be detected with manual inspection but no
process is in place so that detection left to chance.
There is a process for double-checks for inspection but it is
not automated and/or is applied only to a sample and/or
relies on vigilance.
There is 100% inspection or review of the process but it is
not automated.
There is 100% inspection of the process and it is
automated.
There are automatic “shut-offs” or constraints that prevent
failure.

***SEVERITY RATING SCALE
Rating Description
10

Extremely dangerous

9
8

Very dangerous

7

Dangerous

6
5
4
3

Moderate danger

2

Slight danger

1

No danger

Low to moderate danger

Definition
Failure could cause death of customer (patient, visitor,
employee) and/or total system breakdown, without any prior
warning.
Failure could cause major or permanent injury and/or
serious system disruption with interruption in service, with
prior warning.
Failure causes minor injury with some customer
dissatisfaction and/or major system problems.
Failure causes minor injury with some customer
dissatisfaction and/or major system problems.
Failure causes very minor or no injury but annoys
customers and/or results in minor system problems that can
be overcome with minor modifications to system or process.
Failure causes no injury and customer is unaware of
problem however the potential for minor injury exists; little
or no effect on system.
Failure causes no injury and has n o impact on system.

